Munchies Galore

Munchie Mongen, fear no more! Your prayers have been answered, and believe it or not, the Candy Store is open! Yes, it's open. Those magnificent muffins and confectionary connections are yours to behold and wolf down. Through the efforts of Mr. Lou Petrucci and Mr. Thomas Scott, the Candy Person of Bryant College has finally arrived.

A contest is being held to name the Candy Store, and a prize will be given to whoever is successful in naming the store. Suggestions for its name can be brought to the Candy Store.

One problem has risen from the Candy Store's opening. It seems that certain faculty members have taken to littering the College with shells wherever they like. If the problem gets worse, peanuts and other shelved nuts may not be sold.

If you're not on a diet, take a walk over to the store and check it out. And for those of you on a diet, throw your calorie counters to the wind and buy a whole pound of chocolates—you'll love it!

EXORCIST. He explains that it doesn't glorify the power of God, rather the movie glorifies the power of the devil. Particularly objectionable to Gooding is the scene where Father Cuss tells the devil to take him instead of the young girl. Gooding sees this as a de facto exorcism. Father Cuss commands the devil to come out, he does not receive the devil.

Just two Fridays ago he had an experience where a leading DJ called him. The DJ had made a recording of himself talking on the telephone to a spirit. The spirit was a woman named

The church whose eyes dilated and was thrown to the floor, hissing like a snake she ran into a wall head on but was not hurt. Then a spirit spoke through her and she continued to be a witch.

Another case of possession is one in which a young boy who'd never been made a Christian got interested in a Ouija Board, Tarot Cards, and tar leaves. This boy's father came to Gooding's church and pleaded with him to come to his house saying that his son was possessed. The boy was possessed by seven demons, and Gooding believes that seven men could not hold the boy down. After
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**Editorially Speaking**

**Ooops!!**

In last week's ARCHWAY we made a mistake in the article on commencement awards. The corrected article appears on page five of this issue.

The article should have read, "No one--faculty or students--knows everyone eligible," not "ANYONE eligible." We apologize to Dr. Gulski for our error and we thank him for being so understanding in this matter.

We agree that other members of the Bryant Community, besides the awards committee, be allowed to submit nominations for the awards. However, we still feel that no one should be able to submit an application for himself--if he is eligible for the award, someone else is bound to recognize that fact.

**Tighten Up**

**Dear Editor,**

For security reasons the Unstructure must be booked each night at prescribed times. Sunday through Thursday the building is locked at 11 p.m., Friday and Saturday nights at 12 Midnight. Therefore, no one will be permitted in the Unstructure after these hours unless they have express permissions to do so. Permission for students from the organizations of THE ARCHWAY, Student Senate, the Radio Station normally will come from the Office of Student Affairs. No "caricature" permissions will be granted. Permits will be dealt with on an individual basis and judged on its necessity and merit.

Anyone receiving permission to be in the Unstructure after hours must check in and out with the Security Department.

I hope you understand the reasons for this procedure.

Dr. Barry A. Fullerton

**Madame Lovonda Receives Criticism...**

**Dear Editor,**

When I came to Bryant and started reading the ARCHWAY (sic) and thought it was a good college paper (dc). But now it seems like a backward journalistic piece of garbage.

Now comes the clincher! A few weeks ago I came back from class to find my bed had gone from good to bad. It is true that the sports section had some articles are still good. However, I mark this as about time the Editors-in-Chief and the News editors start running the ARCHWAY (sic) way a good paper is run.

Peter Simonsen

**To Coach Folliard**

On behalf of the Bryant College Alumni Association we congratulate you and the team for another fine basketball season and commend you for your fine direction and outstanding record during your six seasons as coach of the Bryant Indians.

We wish you and the team another successful season in '74-'75.

Sincerely, Executive Council, Bryant College Alumni Association

---

**This week, THE ARCHWAY would like to congratulate Peter Barlow for placing the members of the Indiana University Soul Review in the rooms of those Bryant students who have singles. It is not so important that these students are being placed in occupied rooms. What is important, however, is the way it is being done.**

First, students with singles were asked to volunteer their rooms to the visiting group. When this approach failed to get the necessary response, Barlow used a new strategy. On April 2, a letter was sent to students with singles telling them that the Student Affairs Office had no other choice but to use the vacancies in these rooms. In other words, students who have singles have no choice but to give their rooms to complete strangers by April 6.

We realize that the dormitories are College facilities and that the Student Affairs Office has the right to place people in the rooms as it deems necessary. If the I.U. Soul Review students were allowed to stay in the dorms during the season, it is questionable as to whether they would be able to perform here at all because of the expense that would be added if the group were to stay at a hotel.

Because of the lack of response on the part of students with singles there was really nothing else that could be done except to place the visiting students in these rooms. But why were Bryant students asked in the first place when the Student Affairs Office intended to place the visitors in the dorms anyway? It's a sticky situation to have to deal with, but THE ARCHWAY suggests that those students who have been told to share their rooms do so without taking our frustrations on their guests.
To the Registrar's Office

Strike Three, You're Out!

Dear Editor,
The Student Affairs Office, through Ms. Carmen Jordan, issued a notice concerning new policy pertaining to the playing of baseball, softball, and football on school grounds. The policy states, "No ball playing (e.g., baseball, softball, football) is permitted near the Unstructure or the Resident Halls. All ball playing must be restricted to the Athletic Field..." This policy would be too bad, but other colleges base team practices on the baseball field during the afternoons in a week or so softball intramurals will start. When does this leave the Bryant College student who is not on the baseball team, and does not participate in intramurals? What's the most, is that the Student Affairs Office did not consult the Student Senate before making this policy. The students are being DRASTICALLY affected by this policy. Why, then, didn't the Student Affairs Office consult the representative body of the student? Is this planning, the policy of the administration in the future? For our mutual benefit, I hope not...Sincerely,
Mike Hammer
Fremmen Senator

Protest?

Dear Editor,
I am writing this in protest to the new policy concerning the playing of baseball, an disgusting display of vulgarity that took place on the campus last week. I am writing this as the first annual co-ed division streaking that ended up in the frog pond. I have never seen such a degrading demonstration. I am writing this in protest to the fact that the young people who attend Bryant College should behave in such an irresponsible manner. But for supposedly mature people-Bryant's students--to exhibit themselves publicly is reprehensible.
(Signed) Ina Smoued
Evening Div. Student
Class of '89

P.S. Will the overly endowed, curvy breasted Latin-type B.E.D. students--to exhibit themselves publicly is reprehensible. (Signed) Ina Smoued

All streaking observers will kindly refrain from saying derogatory remarks regarding anatomical structure of streaking individuals, blotting and whistling are definitely prohibited. Streaker observers will not touch the participants--No tailling either. If the streak, all participants of Greek heritage will lead the group.

To Freshmen students: The Basic Educational Opportunities Grant Forms for 1974-75 are available in the Financial Aid Office.

SIT DOWN SALE
Give Or Get An Alumni Chair For Graduation

Arm Chair $60
Delivered at the College: $48

Chair orders may be placed at the Alumni Office in the Public Affairs suite on the upper level of the Unstructure.
Orders will be on a first come first served basis.

Rights and Responsibilities of College Faculty and Employees

by Kevin J. McGarry

The second article concerning the health facilities on and available to a college student is published here, as has been the faculty and employees of the institutional community. Last week The Archway presented basics on the rights and responsibilities of the college student, and will print the rights and responsibilities of the institution in the next issue.

A member of the institutional community, faculty and employees have the rights to expect the following:

a. An effective institutional program for the surveillance and control of environmental hazards to health, including continuing support of an accident prevention program.

b. An occupational health program, through which should be provided portrayal and treatment, workplaces (especially for those in hazardous occupations), medical care and rehabilitation for work-connected injuries and illnesses, preventive medicine, and occupational hazards, immunization against special illnesses, and education for all employees.

c. Personal health services. Emergency care should be available for all students and personal health care in those situations in which high-quality care is not available outside the institutional community. This does not imply an obligation of the institution to provide these services without appropriate financial arrangements. The faculty and/ or staff.

d. As a member of the institutional community, concerned with the rights and responsibilities of all its members, faculty and staff have the following responsibilities:

t. To participate with students, administrators, health professionals in the development of a health care and health education program.

h. To work, and otherwise support institutional activities, in a manner consistent with the care of the individual's health, the respect of others, and social health hazards are minimized.

c. To utilize health resources voluntarily when need for help is evident--or when it is suggested by others. If health care is not available on the campus, it should be sought independently elsewhere.

d. To guide and encourage other faculty and staff to live in accordance with established practices and to utilize health services when needed.

e. To provide creative leadership in integrating teaching for health into their specific disciplines and areas of interest.

f. To support, financially and otherwise, the institution's health program, especially by supporting those services, preventive and therapeutic, provided primarily for the care of faculty and staff and for the health of the community at large.

g. To respect the rights of students to privacy and confidentiality in receiving health care; to make no improper requests for unauthorizing of information and to put no student under undue of any kind in order to get information about the student's health.

NOTE: The rights and responsibilities of all members of college communities are being printed by The Archway with the "Statement on Health Rights and Responsibilities of Members of the College Community" as a guide.

Bryant To Host SBANE

Bryant College will be host to the Smaller Business Association of New England at their second annual meeting to be held on Thursday, April 11, 1974. The breakfast meeting will be held in the Leonard L. Salamond Dining Room between 7:30 a.m. and 9 a.m. Dr. Barry Ericks, President, will give the welcoming address.

Mr. Renato D'Antonio, President and Chairperson of the Board of International Data Sciences, Inc. of Providence, will speak on "The Challenge of Starting Up a Small Business in the 70's."

The Smaller Business Association of New England is a group of concerned members of small business firms who join together regularly for the opportunity to share ideas and to further their education on a formal and informal basis.
The breakfast meeting is open to community leaders, students, faculty, and employees who have the rights to be admitted without charge.

Dorm students will follow normal procedures and will be admitted without charge.

The charge for the breakfast for community leaders, students, faculty, and employees will be $1.05.

Notice

During the month of March, two exterior classroom windows were broken. Each of these cost $650 and $750 to replace. It appears as though the window breakage occurred as a result of ball playing in the field near the Unstructure. In order to protect the windows and avoid prohibitive replacement costs, the following guidelines governing ball playing are now in effect:

1. No ball playing (e.g., baseball, softball, football) is permitted near the Unstructure or the Residence Halls.
2. All ball playing must be restricted to the Athletic Field.
3. Any person(s) responsible for a window breakage will be billed accordingly.

"Frankly Speaking" by Phil Frank

CLASS REGISTRATION

BLACK GOLD TRIM
HAND SIGNED SEAL OF BRYANT COLLEGE

ARM CHAIR $60
ROCKER $48

Orders must be placed at the Alumni Office in the Public Affairs suite on the upper level of the Unstructure.
Orders will be on a first come first served basis.
Watu Wazuri’s “Soul Unlimited Weekend”

A special “Soul Fest” will be served in the faculty dining room at 7 p.m. on Sunday, April 7, 1974.

Patricia Thompson and Rita Williams, both Bryant students and members of Watu Wazuri, are responsible for most of the preparations which made it possible for the Indiana University students to appear at the College.

The Rotunda once more becomes the setting on Sunday at 3 p.m. when the Ebenezer Baptist Church Choir, Undergraduate Student Affairs, and Advisor to Watu Wazuri, supervised the students in bringing this program to Bryant.

There will be an admission charge to most of the program. Tickets are available through the Student Affairs Office, Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode Island, 251-2200, Ext. 214.

Edie? In The Numbers Racket?

by Paul J. Carroll
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Kent State's
Mory's

Creminon

(PROVIDENCE)-The Director of the
acumen's only cemetonum says that an
creasing interest in the ecology
nents, particularly among students, has
n a 20
This information comes from
is active. Creminon, the new Director, James Black, who says
cremation is considered a "clean" way to dispose of bodies. Increasing
numbers of young people he
n the small Rovon Catholic Diocese Cemetery
which numbers of catholics in
Rhode Island are also selecting cremation. The Board of
r and a new grant study of the 1966 National Council
nission for cremation must be obtained from a bishop before
n remains will be buried in a
catholic cemetery. Rhode Island
n Catholics traditionally are not approved
nition of cremation for religious beliefs.

New Haven, CT-Mory's, the
amous Whalf(pool Song
drinkinplace that put "ale" in
is adopting its men-only
ship rule to regain its
license.

The Žechnor changes approved by the
Board of
1,000-year-old
s, "women
embers of the Yale
ommunity," signaling the end of a
to a long battle against
the feminist movement.

The liquor license was
revoked three weeks ago by the
State Liquor Control Commission
following a three-year legal
ment by a group protesting the
rship rule. Kenneth Emmett, a
lor, says the decision to
A women: "It helps to
the tradition of Mory's and bring it into
the realities of today." UPI: 3/8/74.

"National Collegiate
Streaking
Association"

(St. Louis)-A campus radio
station which plans to start
"National Collegiate Streaking
Association," is choosing the best streaking
colleges in the U.S. The plan,
designed to get students to
and violating their constitutional
ights not to be
of liberty without
due process of law."

Killed were Allison Krause, Jeffer y Miller, Sandra Lee Hecker and William Schroeder.

The indictment says all of the
fendants at the time were
members of the Ohio National
Guard serving under color of
the laws of the State of Ohio.

The maximum penalty upon
coronation one year in prison
and a $1,000 fine is possible
prison term. UPI: 3/29/74.

Women in Asia

The Department of Social
Sciences is pleased to announce
"Women in Asia," a special
presentation and discussion of
WOMEN IN ASIA by Irene
Johnson. It will be held
Wednesday, April 10 at 10:00
in Room 386.

Irene Johnson and her
husband have returned from a
tour of Asia in the past two
months, and have been
America Friends Service
Committees.

Both Johnsons bring to their
current lecture tour in the
England area extensive
experience in extracurricular activities
or off campus.

4. Initiative/ability to organize and execute outside projects
with some creativity.

New Method of Selection

Any candidate for a degree who feels
that he should be considered for the
department's award may file an application
setting forth the attributes, activities, and
other relevant factors which he feels make
him a candidate for the award.

Any student or faculty member
feels that a particular person
or persons meet the criteria
may submit a nomination
setting forth the name and
basis for his recommendation.

Persons who finished their
diplomas in December or January,
as well as those scheduled to
in May, are eligible.

Applications and nominations
are submitted to the
Chairman of the appropriate
department by April

Department Chairmen and their
offices are listed below:

Accounting
Filippelli
325

Management
Gould
362

E. Enforce.
McLaughlin
314

Economics
Stevens
329

Office Ed-Sec
Cole
213

Business Teach Ed. Philp
212

Members of the departments
will evaluate the applications
and nominations. The chairman will
select the recipients. All
applications or nominations are
received, or in the event that
the applications and nominations
do not, in the eyes of the department
members, identify a worthy
recipient, the department shall
review the candidates for
degrees in their major and
select the winner.

Important

The success of this plan which is designed to
provide wide
participation in the selection process depends
the willingness
both students and faculty to identify those
persons who, in their
view, meet the
criteria.
in a
peasant's


garden

by eileen pulaski

I live alone
among the stars,
and
d slowly die
and hear their crackle
as the dark
live alone.

I live among their shadows,
i live alone.
i live alone

can smell the scent of
sleep in the shadows
and as the embers
all about the flames.

in the forest of the clouds,
i live alone
I live alone
I drink from the

ing river.
i live alone.
i cannot touch me.
I cannot see me.
i live alone.
green leaves brushed against the
stained glass.
reality was again known and
faith took its place
on the shelf.
inspiration is the thought of
an angel
carried on a spring breeze to
the lonely poet
in the field of time......

today i stood in the shadows
of the sun,
as the storming sea pounded
against the defiant rocks,
i trembled as the ocean raged
up like lightning
down like thunder,
i am frightened at its strength
i am awe at its majesty

Rhode Island
State Government
Interns
Meet Sunday
Bryant College will act as host to the Rhode Island State Government Internship Program this coming Sunday, April 7 from 2 to 5 p.m. Sixty participating students from more than eleven state colleges and schools, their faculty advisors, and coordinators are expected to attend.

The program is an innovative attempt to integrate first-hand experience in government with an academic perspective. Selected students have a chance to earn degree-credit while associating with a government agency or working with government officials. They also attend and participate in weekly seminars on topics in state government.

The April 7 meeting comes at the mid-point in the program and will be an informal and relaxing occasion for students and faculty to get together and review the course of the program.

Major direction for the 1974 program has been provided by Professor Victor Profughi of Rhode Island College's Political Science Department, who is Chairperson of the Academic Advisory Committee and The Honorable Oliver L. Thompson, Jr., Administrative Assistant to the Rhode Island Commission on State Government Internships. Coordinator for the Sunday meeting is Professor Elizabeth S. Palen, of the Bryant College Political Science Department.

The four Bryant students participating are: Ms. Doreen Rogers, assigned to the Department of Natural Resources; Ms. Patricia LaPointe, Business Administration; Mr. William Drohan, Business Regulations; and Mr. Madis Susvari, with the Attorney General's office.

Restaurants
Restaurant Reviews

David's Pot Belly

by Joan Fries

If you're looking for a great little restaurant with excellent food, reasonable prices, stimulating atmosphere, and courteous service, David's Pot Belly is the place for you. Located on 99 Hope Street in Providence, David's offers you all this and more.

You can get almost any kind of salad if you so desire. My favorite is the dinner salad—complete with the freshest, most delicious greens available. David's offers you three main courses—baked eggs en casseole, omelets, or chopped steak platter. You can have a choice of fillings for the two egg dishes, so your imagination can run wild in deciding what your creation will be. Both dishes are great—they really make a mean omelet!

If you prefer to have the chopped steak platter, you have made an excellent choice. There is a choice of a quarter-pound or a half-pound chopped steak. This can be ordered plain or with a filling—and here is where David's is unique. If you want a cheeseburger—with your choice of cheese—the cheese comes melted inside the chopped steak. You are not limited to cheese fillings, however. There are a couple of columns of out-of-sight fillings on the menu that are available to you. The steak comes in a slice of Styrofoam bread with lettuce and tomato, Johnny cake, and apple sauce.

David's Pot Belly also offers a wide variety of drinks to go with your dinner. Because the restaurant is located across the street from a church, state law prohibits David from having a liquor license. However, if you are of age, you can bring your own liquor. David offers assorted milks and sodas. David's also has imported coffees and teas for the connoisseur.

Dessert freaks will be in heaven when they peek at the back page of the menu. There are a number of soda fountain specialties—too numerous to name here. They are all great—made with the best ice cream, whipped cream, and toppings available. If you aren't in the mood for a sundae, your waitress will tempt you with a dessert tray chock-full of beautiful cakes and pies.

David's Pot Belly is one of the best restaurants in the area. It is only about a 15-minute drive away from the Bryant campus. Hopefully, during the first week in May, another David's Pot Belly will open on 100 North Main Street in Providence. The new David's will have a liquor license and will serve beer, wine, and after-dinner drinks.

So, when you're in the mood to have the best-quality food served in the best way, go downtown to David's Pot Belly and enjoy!
Applications For Israel Summer Program

State University College at Oneonta, New York, in cooperation with Hebrew University, Haifa University, and Bar-Ilan University in Israel, is offering its eighth summer academic program in Israel in July and August, 1974. The overseas program will be for a week-long period and will award nine semester hours of undergraduate credit to students completing the academic work satisfactorily.

This program is designed for students who desire an intensive study of foreign economic, social, political, religious, educational, and scientific institutions; an opportunity for research on a particular aspect of the country; and a humanizing broadening contact with old-new Israel.

Participation for both courses is limited to teachers, and undergraduate and graduate students who can meet the entrance requirements of the State University of New York, and who have a serious purpose for participating: There are no language requirements.

Dr. Jonah Alexander, Professor of International and Foreign Area Studies of the State University College at Oneonta, will be the Director of this program for the eighth consecutive summer. During the 1964-65 and 1969-70 academic years he was Hebrew University Director for the full-year State University of New York programs in Israel at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem and the Tel Aviv University.

Persons desiring further information may write Professor Alexander at State University College, Oneonta, New York 13820. As only a limited number of enrollments will be accepted, early application is recommended.

Terry Curlew, Senate Secretary

by Anne-Marie Vigneau

Hailing from Broad Brook, Connecticut, our newly elected Student Senate Secretary is Terry Lynne Curlew, a fourth semester Executive Secretary major. Standing 6'3" with auburn hair and a determined face, Terry can't strike one as being the serious student that she is. A member of the Delta Gamma, she is friendly, easy going, fun loving, and strong in her belief to be very liberal minded.

Terry's hobbies include horseback riding, guitar playing, handcrafts, embroidery, cake decorating, and cooking, which she especially loves. She also enjoys reading science fiction, watching movies, roller skating, ice skating, and tennis. Her favorite subjects are philosophy, sociology, and most liberal arts courses.

As a whole, Terry doesn't regret coming to Bryant she's learned a lot here and feels she'll leave a better person because of what she's learned from her various experiences as a student. However, "Like any school, it could use improvements. For example, because of the ways and the means people have been using to communicate with each other, misunderstandings often result which seem to create a general atmosphere of mistrust on all sides. People just won't take each other at face value. I can understand why, but continuing to do so only leads to further problems. I can only offer one suggestion—to be honest and communicate with each other. Try to be less suspicious of everybody."

Terry likes to be prepared to do things on the spur of the moment because she enjoys not knowing what will happen from day to day. To her, "interesting people are those who can change to meet different situations. Keeping their good humor really helps." She loves her position on the Senate because "It's the best thing that's ever happened for me at Bryant. I've gotten to meet so many people and have learned so much about the school that I wouldn't have known if I wasn't secretary. It's given me a chance to contribute of myself and my skills to the Bryant community." Her future plans after graduation in May include living at home and working as a secretary until she has earned enough money to travel abroad. Her dream is to become fluent in a foreign language so that one day she might live and work in Europe.

Movie Review

Blazing Saddles

by bob rhaut

Mel Brook's newest film is a Western comedy entitled BLAZING SADDLES. This is Brook's third film of a line which unfortunately includes THE PRODUCERS and THE TWELVE CHAIRS. Brooks not only directed the film but also lent his hand in writing the script. The tale delves into the interests of the railroad land barons of the Old West.

Governor LePetomane (Brooks) and his attorney general, Hedly Lumar (Harvey Korman) plot to annihilate a town and drive the residents out of the area in order to gain control of the surrounding real estate, which will soon be worth millions due to the expanding railroads.

The humor is zany and inconsistent. There is a lack of subtlety here that drives the film from one chortle episode to the next. As Governor LePetomane or in his dual role of a Yiddish-speaking Indian chief, Brooks wears out two time-tested humorous devices. First, as the bumbling, moronic Governor, he exalts Grouchou's nag the voluntagar-secretary routine. Second, someone should advise Brooks as to the triteness of Yiddish speaking Indians—"It's really overdone nowadays.

Madeline Kahn (Paper Moon) does a funny parody of a Marlene Dietrich film, Desty Rides Again. Alex Karras plays a subhuman-looking man named Mongo. When insulted by a passing rider, Mongo hammers over and knocks out the man's horse with his fist. Gene Wilder plays the Wayo Kid, fastest gun in the West, if he were down an expended role he may have helped the plight of BLAZING SADDLES.

There is a good deal of comic enjoyment to be found in BLAZING SADDLES. Its just unfortunate that its comic redundancy parallels its inventiveness.

Now playing at the Avon Cinema, Thayer Street, Providence, Rhode Island.

BRYANT FLICK

What's Up Doc?

Director: Peter Bogdanovich

Remember the screwball comedies of the '30's? Peter Bogdanovich has brought them back, all wrapped up in "What's Up Doc?," an uproarious farce with literally tons of pure unadulterated and sustained laughs. Over 100 audiences haven't seen a new film like this in a generation, and younger audiences will recognize it as a most worthy descendant of the outrageously funny old pictures they now see on television.

Barbra Streisand is an eccentric girl with an encyclopedic mind, a capricious way of 'treating herself into other people's lives, and enough ideologies to make your head spin. Ryan O'Neal is an absent-minded professor of musicology at a convention with a travelling case full of primitive rocks. Together, they're dynamite. Frankie mudmireniques confuse all the characters, and culminate in a hair-raising comedy chase under ladders, through a Chinese dragon, around the biggest pane of glass in the world, into traffic on San Francisco's most perilous hills, and finally straight into the bay.

For sheer hilarity and rolling-in-the-aisles laughs, "What's Up Doc?" is a total smash. Playing at the Bryant Cinema on Sunday, April 7 at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
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Governor LePetomane (Brooks) and his attorney general, Hedly Lumar (Harvey Korman) plot to annihilate a town and drive the residents out of the area in order to gain control of the surrounding real estate, which will soon be worth millions due to the expanding railroads.

The humor is zany and inconsistent. There is a lack of subtlety here that drives the film from one chortle episode to the next. As Governor LePetomane or in his dual role of a Yiddish-speaking Indian chief, Brooks wears out two time-tested humorous devices. First, as the bumbling, moronic Governor, he exalts Grouchou's nag the voluntagar-secretary routine. Second, someone should advise Brooks as to the triteness of Yiddish speaking Indians—"It's really overdone nowadays.
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Dear Madame Lovonda:

How sweet it is to have someone to turn to on campus! Mom and Dad are great, but it's too expensive to call home. My suitmates are nice girls, but they can't really help me. Father "Don't" is a pain, and Mary "Lovie" tells me that "Love" can help you. A few weeks ago, Steve called me and asked me out. (This was a blind date arranged by my sister.) That Friday night, Steve and I went out to eat and dinner and a movie. Arriving back on campus, we came back to the suite, talked for a while, he gave me a good, quick, and, as we say good night. Just the way she is. But Steve has not called. I spoke to my sister last night and she told me to stop worrying. "Steve is a guy who just needs to be pushed into doing something," she said. So I'm writing to you to get up the courage to call. Should I be aggressive and call him? Maybe I should invite him to a function here at school. I really dig him.

Should I leave Steve?

Safie

Dear Sadie,

The problem with people is that they are so bound by social convention that they end up not realizing how much they'd be much better off. There's nothing wrong with a girl calling a guy these days, unless you're living in the Victorian Era. If you still haven't invited him, why don't you go to the movies with him? After all, you're his partner in this conversation.

Ring a ding ding

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

Where have all the other students gone? Has Bryant seen the last of this new sport or have the other students just taken a temporary leave of absence? Can you please fill me in?

New Binoculars

Dear New Binoculars,

I'm glad I bought you, buying new binoculars! All the other students are in the garage for good weather. There was a mud slide one night and quite a few of the other students bent their headlights and grills. Damages estimated at $2.5 million. I wish you were the insurance company is going to pay for the damages so they shouldn't be out of commission too long.

Steakily,

Madame Lovonda

P.S. Can I borrow your binoculars? For the opera, of course.

Dear Madame Lovonda,

Since the better business colleges in this country are accredited by the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business, why isn't Bryant College accredited by this Association? It would greatly benefit the students in getting jobs when they graduated if Bryant College was accredited by this Association. What actions are the administration taking to correct this deficiency in Bryant?

A Future Businessman

Dear Future Businessman,

I agree. Disobedience with Dr. Nelson Gulah, Acting President of Academic Affair. Dr. Gulah stated that Bryant is accredited by the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, which is the regional accrediting agency for the schools in the Northeast. Bryant's Teacher Education program is also accredited by the National Council of Accreditation for Teacher Education. These agencies have indicated that Bryant is not accredited by the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business. The one that you'd be interested in is the financial. It would be very costly for Bryant to be accredited by the AACSB and this expense would be felt in your tuition bill, and would probably send it through the roof.

Acreditably

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

Could you please tell me why the Student Affairs Office was so uncoherent in handling the recent matter of putting guests in the single rooms? I would like to know why I was given the choice of having a guest in my room this weekend, and when I said "no," it was told in a second letter that there would be a guest in the room for that weekend anyway. Some of us have friends coming in for that weekend also.

I realize this is school property, but why would Student Affairs give a free choice and then rescind it?

Insulted and Crowded

Dear Insulted and Crowded,

The Office of Student Affairs first sent out letters to students living in single rooms requesting them to volunteer their help to the College. The students were told not to share their rooms with non-college students. Not enough students volunteered to share their rooms and a second letter had to be sent out informing students in single rooms that they would have guests that weekend. This is not a violation of students' rights, nor is it the establishment of new college policy. The facts are plain and simple. They need the available beds for the group members, and the college does owe the rooms. Where else could the college put them? It's tenable.

Roomfully yours,

Madame Lovonda

I'm just back from the Bulgarian Babuska Beet Borsch Bowlowers, and I'm BEAT!!! So here they are, just heat and serve.

Sports Media

Awards

(SALISBURY, NORTH CAROLINA)—Jim Murray of the Los Angeles Times, and Jackson of ABC/TV were chosen tonight as the Sports Writer and Sportscaster of the Year. Murray was selected for the sixth time and Jackson for the second time by the National Sports Writers and Sportscasters Association. The awards were presented at the 15th Annual Awards Dinner of the Association, with Governor James E. Holshouser, Jr., and Mrs. Holshouser, and Secretary of State, Elizabeth Lee Walker of Hendersonville—assisting in the presentation.

The organization also inducted the late Bill Stern and the late George H. "Honeymoon" Honey, who was associated with NBC, CBS and mutual networks, died in 1927. Woodward, who died in 1966, was Sports Editor for almost 20 years of the old New York HERALD-TRIBUNE.

During a business session prior to the dinner, Furman Bisher of the Atlanta JOURNAL was elected President of the group, succeeding Ray Scott of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. Milton Spencer of WFLA-TV in Tampa, Florida, was chosen Vice President. Two Salisbury businessmen were named Secretary and Treasurer. Jack Hamrick and Secretory and Mort Lerner as Treasurer.

In the field, the national awards, the organization each year selects a sports writer and sportscaster of the Year. The five states.

Murray, who was this year's recipient, was chosen by the students and the winners were present for the ceremony.

Nominees for the National Sportswriter of the Year were, in alphabetical order, Bill Lee, Henry, and Keith C. Allin of A.C.T., Curt Gowdy of NBC, and Yearling, E. 'Scott, Director of the New York Times and New York Daily News were named for the Sportswriter of the Year. EPL, 3/27/74.

In case you don't know the man with the collar who eats in the cafeteria, his name is Father Donat Barrette, and he is our school chaplain.

Father Barrette came to Bryant College in September, 1971. He is a native Rhode Islander, and grew up in West Warwick. Father Barrette learned his trade at Our Lady of Providence Seminary, and furthered his knowledge in Theology and Philosophy at the University of Montreal in Canada. He was ordained a priest on July 12, 1954, and has spent 17 years doing parish work, mainly at Our Lady Queen of Martyrs in Weeneocket.

Father Barrette has been with Bryant now for the past three years and thoroughly enjoys his work. He has been offered his own parish, but for the next few years he would like to continue his work here. Eventually, however, Father Barrette would like his own parish.

I asked him what impressions he had of the student body and he replied, "The student body on the whole are open, affable and very warm. I think the students today are a little more conservative and a little more dressed than the students of the past couple years." Father Barrette wishes he could have more contact with the summing students, maybe by beer-soaked roundtables into a place of worship. He feels that the mass goes well, and I might add that whether you are a Catholic or not you get something out of it. I talked with Father Barrette about the possibility of having a late mass on Sunday around 4 or 5 o'clock, and he expressed that if Bryant could show support then he would be more than happy to obliged.

Father Barrette is here at Bryant to help the students. If you have a problem or would just like to talk, he is located in Dorm 6, telephone ext. 309 and direct line 251-2500. I assure you that your problem will be at least, very well listened to.

Alumni Dinner-Dance

The Third Annual Alumni Dinner-Dance has been scheduled for Saturday, April 27, 1974.

The festivities will begin at 7:30 p.m. with a reception and cocktails. Dinner will be served in the Salmonson Dining Hall, featuring choice boned beefsteak, roast beef, and filet mignon, and 400, played by the Tommy Maso Orchestra for dancing, will round out the night.

The Alumni Committee, Thomas Maisto '51, Diana Stapleton '50, and Tarla (Pascoe) Irvine '60, report that over 1500 are expected to attend.

The LOWEST!

Hillil Returns

Hillil is returning to Bryant College. Three years ago, the work of Larry Winkler and Dr. Fischman, Bryant will once again have an active Hillil on campus for the fall of 1974. Hillil, founded in 1923, is devoted to religious, cultural, educational, and social service to Jewish college students. Within Hillil is a member of Hillel, please leave your name, address, and phone number in the envelope in the Arkansas Office.

Have we got tapes?

THOUSANDS!

Have we got stereo equipment?

HUNDREDS!

Have we got prices?

THE LOWEST!

Banking Wholesale

19 Winter Street

Manville, R.I.

767-3615

Open 3-8 Tues.- Fri.

10-5 on Sat.
MBA Highlights
by Dean Lebovitz

MONDAY, APRIL 15
The above date is a class date in the Graduate School. Graduate classes will be held on this evening.

MBA ALUMNI MEETING
The MBA Associates have arranged for its second speaker meeting on campus, Tuesday, April 9 at 7:00 p.m. The speaker will be Dr. Ralph H. Latulipe, Chief of Personnel of the Rhode Island Board of Regents. He will talk on "Transaction Analysis." All MBA alumni and tentative alumni are invited.

SUMMER SESSIONS 1974
The registration announcements for the First & Second MBA Summer Sessions are scheduled to be mailed out the week of April 8. There will be one registration period for both Sessions. Registration will be made by mail.

FALL SEMESTER 1974
The tentative schedule for 1974-75 will be included with the Summer Sessions Registration Announcement to help graduate students plan their future schedules.

NOTC BECOMES NETC
The Naval Officer Training Center (NOTC) has become the Naval Educational Training Center (NETC) as of the 1st of April. Our MBA program at NOTC has been redesignated the MBA program at NETC.

WEB Women Speak
ON FOOLS
Three things have been difficult to tame: the ocean, fools, and women. We may soon be able to tame the ocean; fools and women will take a little longer.
-Spino Agnew
ON SELF-IDENTITY
We live in a masculine society owned and operated by a masculine power structure and just as in black and white society—the ruling elite will define the reality, even the identity of those whom it rules. Therefore, what women think of women is pretty much what they have been taught to think of women.
-Kate Millet
ON INTELLIGENCE
If American men intend always to keep women slaves, political and civil, they make a great mistake. When they let the girls, with the boys, learn the alphabet, for no educated class will long remain in subjection.
-Mary Clay

Student Travelers
The Dean of Students at Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) has been authorized by the Council on International Exchange to issue its official International Student I.D. Card to any college student in this area. Students possessing the International I.D. card will receive special reduced rates, or free admission, to museums, theaters, and places of cultural interest when traveling abroad.

College stage crew needed for masquers' production meet in aud.
3pm today - fri.

We've moved our Centredale 231, 232 and North Providence 353 residence telephone accounts
To our Pawtucket Business Office at 92 East Avenue, Pawtucket.
Transactions concerning your telephone service may be handled here and we'll welcome your visits in person or by phone.
Our telephone number is 725-9950.
As usual, for ready reference, this number will appear on your telephone bill.
For any questions about your Business account, please continue to call 861-9950.
Phil Graf and Management Development
Eileen Pulaski

In the fall of 1973, Mr. Graf was named as Director of the Center for Management Development. The Center was created to form an educational link with external business organizations. The Center identifies a new educational focus for Bryant College—the advancement of Management Development since its creation last fall. Mr. Graf came to Bryant in 1971 as an assistant to the President. Formerly, Mr. Graf holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in psychology and a Master's degree in Business Administration from Ohio University. Mr. Graf is the author of several published research papers, and was recently a faculty member of the 1973 African Advanced Management Program, in Zambia.

Mr. Graf feels that in any new institution, finding a service, there must be a goal. "Our goal," he says, "is to offer the finest Management Development education in the area. Mr. Graf is trying to familiarize people with what he is trying to do. He is trying to develop programs in different areas of management development and initiate a quality program.

Two seminars have been held already. The first seminar held February 22, 1974, entitled "Managing and Motivating Employees." The seminar was attended by 70 people representing 40 different companies throughout Southern New England.

The second seminar was the "Executive Leadership Series" designed for top executives. The seminar was very small with participations from 12 major Rhode Island businesses. Both seminars were tremendously received.

Currently, Mr. Graf is developing a number of seminars, several of which are scheduled for June. One, planned for June 13, 14, 15, is a two-and-one-half day organization development lab. This has been announced to all major companies in New England, which is about 9,000 companies. It will be an overnight seminar with the representatives staying on campus.

Mr. Graf is constantly working and making new contacts with the businesses of Rhode Island and throughout New England trying to develop and initiate programs for the advancement of Management Development. Mr. Graf is doing a magnificent job in this area.

Mobile Units to Reduce Traffic

The Department of Transportation announced today that in conjunction with Governor Noel's determined effort to provide more efficient service to the motorists public, the Division of Motor Vehicles will provide mobile units for processing photo licenses in different communities around the State during the month of April from 9 a.m. until 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.

In view of the energy problem, April's schedule has been organized to reduce the amount of travel.

From April 3 through April 30, license renewal officials will be available at the following locations: Wednesday-Friday, April 5-6, Pawtucket, Pawtucket Armory, Exchange St.; Monday-Wednesday, April 8-10, Warwick, Warwick Public Library, Sandy Lane; Thursday and Monday April 11 and 15, No. Providence, North Prov. Town Hall, Smith St.; Tuesday and Wednesday, April 16 and 17, Cranston, Knightsville Manor, Briggs St.; Thursday-Monday, April 18, 19, and 22, Smithfield Police Station, Pleasant View Ave.; Tuesday and Wednesday, April 23 and 24, Portsmouth Town Hall, East Main Road; Thursday and Friday, April 25 and 26, Johnston Police Station, Atwood Avenue; Monday and Tuesday, April 29 and 30, No. Kingstown Police Station, Post Road.

Student of The Week
by Kevin C. Smith.

Kimberly Bill, better known around campus as "Bea," was chosen as this week's student. Bea is originally from Saginaw, Michigan, however, she is in the process of moving to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Kim, who is a first year medical secretary student said she came to Bryant because she was told it was a good college for her major. Bea has since found she enjoys Bryant's social life, but doesn't care too much for the food.

Bea joined AKP sorority this year. She likes to party and swim, which are two things she considers hobbies.

Kim's philosophy on life consists of three parts which she admits sometimes contradicts itself. First, she feels you should have a good time when you're young. However, you should get the most out of your education, and finally everybody should live one day to the next.

Bea doesn't like the shape of the United States right now.

Alumni to Honor Graduating Seniors

The Bryant College Alumni Association will host its 10th Annual Senior Banquet at a supper in the Salamanc Dinning Hall on Friday, May 17, 1974.

The event will begin at 6 p.m. with Alumni President Cary Remley '58 welcoming the Alumni Seniors and introducing the other officers of the Alumni Association Executive Board. A special guest will be an outstanding alumnus, Mayor John Cunnings '61 of Woonsocket.

This will be a "Seniors Only" supper, with no other guests or students invited. Each table of Seniors will be hosted by a prominent Bryant alumnus or alumni who will be on hand for this special event; the event which welcomes Seniors into the Alumni Association.

Co-chairpersons for the supper are Joseph Marzello '59, purchasing agent for the Heidson Manufacturing Company in Providence, and David Gordon '62, treasurer for Mr. Ira Stover, Inc. of Woonsocket.

Invitations to this Senior supper will be available in the Alumni Office after Monday, April 3, and an RSVP will be required by April 24.

Before joining the faculty at Bryant College, Mr. Reinhardt had the opportunity to teach mathematics at the United States Coast Guard Academy, New London, Connecticut. Mr. Reinhardt joined the faculty at Bryant College in the fall of 1966, where he later went on to become Bryant's first Mathematics Department chairperson. Since joining the faculty, Mr. Reinhardt has coached the school's track and cross-country team. While under his direction, the team won the New England I.A.I.E. championship.

This man of many interests resides in Riverside, Rhode Island, with his wife and their four children, in a house that has furnished with pieces from the Victorian era. Besides collecting antiques, Mr. Reinhardt and his wife are active in several local theatrical groups. In the past few years, the opportunity to teach, Mr. Reinhardt stated, "Being aware that the students here are not the most math oriented students, I feel that by giving them a little confidence in themselves and using a different approach in teaching the subject, they often accomplish things that they themselves didn't think they could do." Mr. Reinhardt feels that the teacher must create a certain type of atmosphere in the classroom that will allow the student to gain as much as possible out of the course. The student who is faced with the problem of selecting calculus, statistics, or pre-algebra courses in the fall may find it worthwhile to look into a course offered by Mr. Reinhardt.

Bryant College is certainly fortunate to have a man of Mr. Reinhardt's optimistic and enthusiasm as a member of their faculty.
BOYSCOUTS MERIT RADAR RANGE
Some 140 Boy Scouts and some leaders finished their outdoor test in cooking and had to repair to the kitchen.

The youths tried to barbecue a turkey at a campspot near Sandpoint, Idaho, but the bird just wouldn't respond to the embers.

So—using their ingenuity—they carried the turkey to a nearby rancher's house, where the boy's wife cooked it in a radar range.

Dinner was a success.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BUY A CANALETTO?
Thieves in Trieste, Italy, cut two pieces of a glass in a first floor window to enter Minamure Castle. Then they made their way to the throne room, lifted three paintings off the wall and fled.

It was a perfectly executed burglary, say police, except for one thing. The paintings they took were 19th century copies of works by Beznhardt and Candido. Together, all three are worth about $15,000—but that's far cry from the value of the originals.

"GAS DODGERS"
Robert Bonner of Fairfield, California, decided that selling gasoline in these days of fuel shortages was getting to be a dangerous business, so yesterday he hired two armed guards.

He explained that station attending had been threatened by drivers and that lives had been endangered by what he terms the "antics" of drivers maneuvering to get at the pumps.

SORRY, WRONG NUMBER
Citizens in Lansing, Michigan, keep trying that just don't get the time of day from City Hall.

A new telephone system has been installed in City Hall, and the number assigned to the City Council is only two digits off the telephone number to call for the correct time.

SHADES OF FRIDAY MAN
(Illomonggoma, Indiana)—Cheerleading is a kind of tribal ritual akin to the magic rituals primitive people use before going to war, that's the theory of Professor John M. Boyul of Indiana University. He said he was sitting in his office, then at Tulane, when he heard a noise like a tribal exercise from some equatorial culture, in his words. "Then I realized I was listening to a pop rally in a nearby security house. Since then, I have watched closely and this kind of thing is analogous to the type of thing that goes on with respect to mass mobilization warfare." Boyul has put this theory into a book called, "Man, Music and Occupational Rituals."

"THE ONLY WAY TO FLY"
Among the things Steve Veras's parents said when he returned after stowing away on a flight to London was that paying the fare would have "cost all our savings." But they were wrong. Fifteen-year-old Steve appears to be making a profit.

He sold an exclusive story about the flight to a London newspaper for $200, and a television station which paid him $100 for the story programed it in.

As for the $30, he would have had to pay for the return trip to Castro Valley, California... Veras says he and Pan Am have worked out an agreement.

If he doesn't tell how he managed to stow away and reach London, Pan Am won't charge him for the flight back.

LOVE ABOVE
Paul Jacobson has abandoned his attempt to break the world flagpole-sitting record. The mark for which he was shooting was 553 years. Now he has abandoned plans to sit in a 10-foot by 10-foot room atop a 40-foot pole near Dixon, Illinois.

But Jacobson began writing to a woman in Chicago... and love blossomed still fuller with the aid of a telephone installed in his perch.

So yesterday the 23-year-old Jacobson gave up... for not only his salary but also a prospect of a $25-a-day bonus for each day he stayed aloft past the record.

Says Jacobson... "I'm giving up my throne for the woman I love."

BERMUDA STRAWS
Don't get caught straying in Bermuda. They put you in jail.

Or in Kenya. They expel you—in the condition in which you're apprehended.

In Hamilton, Bermuda, where five U.S. college students were sentenced to ten days in jail this past week, straying officials started handing out warnings today to arriving tourists on the penalties for running around nude.

In Nairobi, Kenya, Vice President Daniel Arap Moi called straying a "foreign culture which is demoralizing and degrading" and said stragglers caught in the African nation will be "sent away dressed exactly as they are."

In Beardstown, Illinois, police caught their first straggler—identified as 25-year-old Steve Payne. He was accused of keeping up off his clothes and running for a quarter of a mile barefoot over

Selvin's
Sport Shorts

...DIGregorio...

Ernie DiGregorio, who led the National Basketball Association in steals this year, will try to lead the Leagie in League and will finish the "first season" with a second-best point total to Boston in the league. The aggressive and talented team explored their first division crown in their history mostly on the strength and finesse of many fine young veterans. Last season's MVP Bobby Clarke, 50 goal scorer Rick MacLeish and "Cowboy" Bill Plett provide a potent offensive attack that will challenge. Bernie Parent actively minds the nets. Parent broke the all-time prestigious win record for goalies when he acquired his twelfth shutout of the season. The Flyers' foes are the second-year expansion team, the Atlanta Flames. Under the guidance of Coach Boom Boom Geoffan the Flames are their playoff debut stand a slim chance of overaking mighty Philly. Nevertheless Atlanta has a bright future and can progress for years to come.

The Black Hawks of Chicago placed in the unaccommodated spot of second this season, after three straight divisional titles under Coach Billy Reay. Chicago's best offensive weapon is Dennis Hull, Jim Poppin and the Hawks. Their tireless goaltenders, Tony Esposito has compiled the second best goals against average in the NHL this year; aided by reliable defensemen Bill White, they combine to stay off competent puckchasers. Chicago reached the finals last May but bowed to Montreal for the second time in

the last three championship rounds. The Hawks should whip the Los Angeles Kings in the opening round but falter to the East team in the semi-finals.

...Evel Knievel.

(PORTLAND, OREGON)—Motorcycle daredevil Evel Knievel has set a new record for a ramp-to-ramp motorcycle leap over 17 cars but his mind is on something more important this day. Knievel says he spends most of his time thinking about that jump he's going to make over Snake River Canyon in Idaho this fall. He's gone so far as to name the date it will be September 8. To keep things in focus, he's going to stage a $100,000 motorcycle race the week before he makes the jump.

UP: 4/4/74

NIHL PLAYOFFS
Continued from Page 12

Canadiens will be venging their last playoff loss, a frustrating six-game defeat in 1972 to those same Rangers.

Philadelphia's high-flying Flyers are the class of the West Division and will finish the "first season" with a second-best point total to Boston in the league. The aggressive and talented team explored their first division crown in their history mostly on the strength and finesse of many fine young veterans. Last season's MVP Bobby Clarke, 50 goal scorer Rick MacLeish and "Cowboy" Bill Plett provide a potent offensive attack that will challenge. Bernie Parent actively minds the nets. Parent broke the all-time prestigious win record for goalies when he acquired his twelfth shutout of the season. The Flyers' foes are the second-year expansion team, the Atlanta Flames. Under the guidance of Coach Boom Boom Geoffan the Flames are their playoff debut stand a slim chance of overtaking mighty Philly. Nevertheless Atlanta has a bright future and can progress for years to come.

The Black Hawks of Chicago placed in the unaccommodated spot of second this season, after three straight divisional titles under Coach Billy Reay. Chicago's best offensive weapon is Dennis Hull, Jim Poppin and the Hawks. Their tireless goaltenders, Tony Esposito has compiled the second best goals against average in the NHL this year; aided by reliable defensemen Bill White, they combine to stay off competent puckchasers. Chicago reached the finals last May but bowed to Montreal for the second time in

the last three championship rounds. The Hawks should whip the Los Angeles Kings in the opening round but falter to the East team in the semi-finals.

People to Write

People to work for the Advertising Department

People to Write

People to work on Layout

ARCHWAY

If You Are Interested

Please Drop Into The ARCHWAY.
The National League is noted for its exciting play. Experts believe that the National League play a better type of baseball. The hitting seems to be stronger and the pitching is becoming to start being balanced. For the second season in a row the National League gained a reputation for the adopted designated hitter rule.

Last year's Eastern Division race proved to be the most exciting ever. Four teams were involved in the standings and seemed destined to lose last season's champion, the Baltimore Orioles. Their improved pitching staff should propel them. The Pirates obtained Ken Brett and Jerry Reuss in several trades that had winning seasons in 1972. Steve Blass, Dock Ellis, Dave Giusti, Ramon Hernandez, and Bob Moose are the veterans of the staff. Manny Sanguillen, who failed to hit .300 for the first time in his career, will return as catcher. Bob Robertson, Renennie Stennett, Jackie Hernandez, and Richie Hebner comprise the infield. The power-hitting outfield of Al Oliver, Willie Stargell, and Dave Parker made last season return. This season is more important. More than ever the Pirates would rather play for Danny Murtaugh than any other manager.

Despite the New York Mets failure to make an off season trade, the pitching staff still strong enough to finish in second place. Bob Maltzack, Tug McGraw, Harry Parker, Ray Sadeki, Tom Seaver, and George Foster are the off-season acquisitions. Their pitching staff is excellent. Jerry Grote is a respectable catcher. John Milner, Ken Boswell, Wayne Garrett, Bud Harrelson, Felix Mantilla, and Ed Kranepool are average infielders. Don Kessinger, Cleon Jones, Rusty Staub, and George Theodore will share the outfield chores. Manager Yogi Berra will have the getting to the hitting to repeat as champions.

Gene Mauch believes this is the best Montreal Expo team he has managed. It is still young and learning. This team will have to be very careful. Eric McNally, Steve Renko, Bill Stoneman, Steve Rogers, Chuck Tanner, and Tommie Agee are the returning pitchers. John Researcher will resume as the catcher. The infield made up of Bob Bailey, Hal Breeden, Tim Foli, Ron Hunt, and Mike Jorgenson isn't that bad. Willie Davis will help in the outfield chores. Darrell Porter, Ben O'Hara, Ron Fairly, Ken Singleton, and Ron LeFlore are on the roster.

Poor pitching will be the downfall of the St. Louis Cardinals no better than a fourth place finisher in 1974. The pitching staff was weakheaded. Bob Gibson is now 38 years old. John Curtis, Alan Foster, Lyna Me Glidden, Sonny Siebert, and Ken Tatum are no better than .500 pitchers. Ted Simmons is the most underrated catcher in baseball. Tim McCarver, Ted Siorane, Joe Torre, and Mike Tyson will battle for infield positions. Lou Brock, Joe Cruz, and Reggie Smith will open the season in the outfield. Manager Red Schoendienst hopes Smith left his poor attitude in Boston.

Exit Ron Santo, Ferguson Jenkins, Glenn Beckert, Randy Hundley, and Jim Hickman, enter the youth. This is the cry of Chicago. The Cubs will tumble to fifth place. Their pitching staff made up of Bill Bonham, Bart Hooten, Dave LaRoche, Mitt Pappas, Mike Paul, Horst Fischl, Rick Reuschel, and Steve Chiti will stand as the only average infield. Jose Cardenal, Rick Monday, Steve Stone, and Bill Williams are the strength of the team in the outfield. Manager Whitney Lockman has his work cut out for him.

Philadelphia's Phillies will need an improved year from Steve Carlton if they are to go anywhere this season. George Culver, Frank Luzzy, Jim Lonborg, Ron Schaefer, and Eddie Watt are other Phillips hurlers. Bob Boone is their catching catcher. Second baseman Dave Cash, acquired in an off season deal, should beef up the infield, along with Larry Bowa, Bill Grabarkewitz, Willie Montanez, and Tony Taylor. Manager Danny O'Connell is blessed with young outfielders. Mike Anderson, Greg Luzinski, Bill Robinson, and Del Unser. A last place finish is in sight for Philadelphia again.

The Cincinnati Reds improved pitching staff should enable them to repeat as Western Division champions. Postseason 20 game winner Clay Kirby was acquired from San Diego during the off season. Jack Billingham, Pedro Borbon, Clay Carroll, Don Gullet, Tom Hall, and Fred Norman are the remaining Reds pitchers. The great Johnny Bench will also return. Manager Bob Flood is the first choice. The Cubs will tumble to fifth place. Their pitching staff made up of Bill Bonham, Bart Hooten, Dave LaRoche, Mitt Pappas, Mike Paul, Horst Fischl, Rick Reuschel, and Steve Chiti will stand as the only average infield. Jose Cardenal, Rick Monday, Steve Stone, and Bill Williams are the strength of the team in the outfield. Manager Whitney Lockman has his work cut out for him.
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